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INTRODUCTION 
All groups in this paper will be finite. Notation is that of Huppert’s book [5] 
or otherwise standard. In particular, &(G) = product of all UaG with U of 
odd order; 02(G) = meet of all NdG with G/N a 2-group; F(G) = Fitting 
subgroup of G. 
A complex representation of a group G is called monomial if it is induced by 
a one-dimensional representation of a subgroup of G, The group G is 
monomial if every irreducible complex representation of G is monomial. In [ 11, 
page 328, J.C. Bioch puts the question whether a so-called minimal non-M- 
group can act as normal subgroup of a monomial group. By definition a 
minimal non-M-group is a non-monomial group all of whose proper sections 
are monomial. Bioch’s question was answered in the negative in case of the 
minimal non-M-group &(F3), see [8]. Since a monomial group is always 
solvable by theorem V.18.6 of [5], the classification of all solvable minimal 
non-M-groups is of importance. This classification was carried out by R.W. 
van der Waall in [lo], [ll], [12], [13], [14]. It turned out that the set of the 
solvable minimal non-M-groups can be divided into five classes as far as the 
isomorphy type of the Fitting quotient groups is concerned. More precisely, let 
K be a solvable minimal non-M-group. Then exactly one of the following five 
properties hold, as a corollary to the classification. 
1) If K/F(K) has odd prime order, then either la) 02(K) = 02(K) = K or 1 b) 
F(K) is an extra special 2-group. 
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2) If K/F(K) z Cd, then Oz(K) = F(K) = 02(K). 
3) If K/F(K) is a quaternion group of order 8, then 02(K) =F(K) = 02(K). 
4) If K/F(K)z (x, u )x4 = 1= u’,xu.x-~ = u-l), t odd prime, then 02(K) = 
5) If K/F(K) is dihedral of order 2s, s prime and odd, then F(K) is a 2-group 
and 02’(K) = 1 # 02(K). 
In [9] van der Waall proved that type 5) minimal non-M-groups K can be 
imbedded in monomial groups I/ with U/KEC~. We remark that the 
classification of these groups U has already been given completely in [9], 
although chronologically this fact was clear after the classification of the 
solvable minimal non-M-groups in [ 141. 
In this paper we show in theorem 1 that minimal non-M-groups of type lb) 
cannot act as normal subgroups of monomial groups. 
Thanks to the next more general theorem 2 we know now that minimal non- 
M-groups of the remaining types la), 2), 3), 4) cannot occur as normal 
subgroups of monomial groups. The methods used in the proof of theorem 2 
seem to be important on its own account. In this respect it is worth mentioning 
that LA. Tsybarov proved in his theorem 2 of [IS], that type la) minimal non- 
M-groups cannot be normal subgroups of monomial groups of odd order. His 
paper contains of few inaccuracies, the most important is in section 2) on page 
253 of [15]. 
§I. 
We start with the following theorem using the notions given in the 
introduction, thereby generalizing the main result in [8]. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a type 1 b) minimal non-Mgroup. If G 44, then M is 
not a monomial group. 
PROOF. The group F(G) is extra special of order 22m+ I with 111 some non- 
negative integer. Then F(G) admits precisely one irreducible character 2 with 
X(1)=2? Let G/F(G)= C,, q odd prime. Then q divides 2m + 1, and 
Z(F(G)) =Z(G) is cyclic of order 2. By theorem V.17.13 of [5] there exists 
p E Irr G such that ~UF(G) =x and 2mp(h) = -x(z) if h E G\flG) and z E Z(F(G)) is 
uniquely determined by the requirement lzS1hl = q. This makes sense as G/Z(G) 
is here a Frobenius group. The character p is clearly M-invariant. Let Q be a 
monomial irreducible constituent of fl. Then there exists a subgroup H 
containing Z(F(G)) and a linear character A of H such that AM = 8. Hence llHG is 
an irreducible monomial character of HG. Since IHG is an irreducible 
constituent of QHo, it follows from Frobenius reciprocity that p is an irreducible 
constituent of (AHG)o. Hence (AHG)o =fp, fan integer 11, for p is inert in M, 
whence in HG. Now (nHG)o= (AH~G) G. Since HflG > Z(F(G)) and since 
certainly HnG#G, it follows from the structure of G/Z(G) that 
jG: (HflG)l =q or =22”. The possibility ‘= q’ is excluded, for otherwise 
HnG=F(G) implies that (&o~)~ is not homogeneous. Therefore 
IG : (HnG)J =22m, whence f = 2”. Let R be a subgroup of G of order Q such 
that RZ(G) =Hn G. Since &no, AHnc) = (p, (&no)‘) = 2m, we see that 
pHnG = zmAHnG. Hence pR = zrnAR, and AR is a linear character of R. Therefore, 
if TE R, then we find by the definition of p that P(T) = -2-m~(1) = -1 = 2”AR(r). 
Hence (-1)Q = -1 = 2mq, and this is clearly a contradiction. Thus the assumption 
that Q is a monomial character, is untainable. The proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
Now we come to theorem 2. Combining the results of theorem 1 and theorem 
2, it follows that Bioch’s question is completely answered. 
THEOREM 2. Let N be a normal subgroup of the monomial group G. Assume 
that all maximal subgroups of N are monomiaiiy-closed. Then N is monomial 
OF Or(N) # 02(N). 
PROOF. Let G be a counter example of smallest order. Hence G is a monomial 
grow, containing a non-monomial normal subgroup N for which 
02(N) = 02(N) and for which the proper subgroups of N are monomial. 
Then there exists L u N such that N/L is a minimal-non-M-group, Now let K 
be a normal subgroup of G, contained in L (eventually equal to L). Then G/K is 
monomial, the proper subgroups of N/K are monomial, and N/K is not 
monomial as N/L is a homomorphic image of N/K; furthermore 07(N/K) = 
02(N/K). Hence G is not a counterexample of minimal order unless K = { 1). 
By [ 141 and by the fact that OT(N/L) = 02(N/L) it follows that N admits a 
chain of normal subgroups S> Z*(S) >L such that S/L is an extra-special p- 
group of exponent p, with p an odd prime number, such that N/S acts 
irreducibly on S/Z*(S) and trivially on Z(S/L) = Z*(S)/L, and where either 
a) N/S is a quaternion group of order 8, IS/L) =ti, p= 1 (mod 4), or 
b) N/S is cyclic of order 4, IS/L] =$, p=3 (mod 4), or 
c) N/S is cyclic of prime order q, q#p, or 
d) N/S= (x, u lx4 = u’= l,xux-t = u-i), t an odd prime # p, p= 1 (mod 4). 
Write Lg=g-ILg with gE G. Then LgaN. Since nyEG Lg is a normal subgroup 
of G contained in L, it follows from the above remark that ngcC Lg = { 1). 
It follows from the structure of N/(SnLg) that, in all four cases, S is a 
normal Sylow p-subgroup of N. Indeed, assume that LLg > S for some element 
g E G. Then LLg/Sg 3 Lg/S fl Lg) and N/(Sn Lg) contains a normal subgroup 
isomorphic to S/L and it can be proved that, by applying the splitting theorem 
of Schur and Zassenhaus, there exists a proper section of N/(SflLg) such that 
this section is isomorphic to the non-monomial group N/L. This, however, 
contradicts the prescribed structure of N. In order not to interrupt our story, we 
give the precise arguments in an appendix to this paper. Now assume that for 
some g E G, LLg = S. Then Lg/(L nLg) can be complemented to a group 
H/(L n Lg) inside N/(L ft Lg), with H/(L n Lg) z N/L. An impossibility again. 
Therefore LLg is a proper subgroup of S, for all gE G, and normal in N. 
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Regarding the normal structure of N/L, it follows that LLb = Z*(S) or LLb = L 
for b E G. Thus fl,Ec,lll (LL’) = nrrEG (L”) is equal to Z*(S) or equal to {l}, as 
nacG (L”)aG. If it is equal to Z*(S), then Z*(S)uG, whence also SaG. If it 
equals L = { l), then Z*(S) and S are both normal in G. Since then Op(S) is 
characteristic in S, and contained in L, it follows that Op(S) aG, whence 
op(S)={l}. 
We have seen that LLg is a proper subgroup of S, normal in N, for any gE G. 
Hence LLg c Z*(S) for all g E G, as Z*(S) is the only normal subgroup of N 
between S and L. It follows then that LG *- . (Lg ) gE G) is contained in Z*(S). 
So Z*(S) = LG or LG = L = { 1). In both cases we see now that Z*(S) a G. 
Moreover Z*(S)= Z*(S)/(n,,, Lg) and so Z*(S) can be regarded as a 
subgroup of the direct product C, x ..* x C,. Thus Z*(S) is an elementary 
abelian p-group. 
Next we split up according to the four cases mentioned above. 
a) Assume that L # {l}. Then there exists gE G such that Z*(S) = LLg. 
Further IS/(LnLg)j =#. By the results of 8117 of [2], it follows that 
/(S/(L n Lg))II =p. The group N/S acts on S/(L flLg)/(S/(L nLg)j’ and, as 
(S/(L n Lg))‘c Z*(S)/(L n Lg), the action is such that S/(L n Lg )/ 
(S/(L nLg))‘=A x& where A is an irreducible N/S-group of order $ and 
where Bz Z*(S)/S’(L n Lg). Let A4 be the pre-image of A in N. If M/(L fl Lg) 
would be abelian (of order d), then M/(L n Lg) = CxD, where N/S acts 
irreducibly on the group C of order $ and where D would be an irreducible 
N/S-group of order p. Assuming Z/(L f?Lg) to be the pre-image of C, we see 
that N/Z is a supersolvable group of order 8$ and that Z/(L n Lg) is abelian of 
order $. Hence N/(L n Lg) would be monomial by a theorem of Dornhoff in 
[4], contrary to the fact that N/L is a non-monomial factor group of 
N/(L nLg). Therefore M/(L n Lg) must be extra-special of order 9. Then, 
however, the quaternion group of order 8 acts irreducibly on 
M/(L n Lg)/Z(M/(L n Lg)) and Z(M/(L n Lg)) = (S/(L n Lg))‘. Thus there exists 
a non-monomial subgroup of N/(LnLg) isomorphic to N/f,. Since this is not 
possible, we see that L = {l}, i.e. Z*(S) has order p. 
Consider the following diagram, whose meaning will be explained in a 
moment. 
Let N/S= Q, Nl/S = Z(N/S). Whence N/S = (as, bS 1 d = 1, $ = ti, bab-l = 
am1 ). Notice that S is complemented by (a, b) and that NI a G. By theorems 
V.17.12 and V.25.3 of [5], there is CEIrr N with c(l)=p, Ker {= {l}, 
b, E Irr Nt , cs E Irr S, czys) is homogeneous and not a multiple of lzys), and C 
is not monomial. 
Let 8~ Irr G such that ?% contains c. Since t9 is monomial, there exists a 
linear character A of a subgroup H of G such that AC = d. By a lemma of Seitz, 
1.8 of [7], we may assume that Hz Z*(S), because of the fact that Z*(S) is 
elementary abelian. Certainly AHN E Irr HN. As lzHN is contained in ~HN, it 
follows that AHN IN contains a character, conjugated to C, say cg for some g E G. 
Hence 59 is not monomial, so without loss of generality we may assume that 
(nHN IN, [) 11. 
Now let e = jlHNl. By Clifford’s theorem and by Mackey’s theorem it follows 
that (QHN~ n~)N=fl~ IN= e(C + --a + &) with [= C and where the f are 
conjugated to c and pairwise distinct. Since (C IHnN, &KUV) = (5;-, (AHnN)N) = 
([i, nHNIN)=([i, flNIN)= er 1, it follows that C Izys) = <; IHnNlzys) contains 
AHnN I zys) = AZ*(S). Since ~ZYS) contains &ys), we conclude from well known 
analysis of the character theory of the group N, see theorem V.17.12 of [5], that 
[i = (@a, with a a linear character of N/S inflated to N. Hence ci IN1 = c~, for 
any i; here (N/S)‘= Nr/S is used. By Frobenius’ reciprocity law all irreducible 
constituents of @HAI, nN are contained in such f IHN, n,v. Since c; IHN* C-IN IN, = 5;v, 
for any i, we see that @N, is homogeneous, say eN1 =f[N1, fl 1. Moreover 
eN, = (AHnjV, yt and INI : Hfl Nl I divides 2p*. Let u = INI : Hn NI I. 
If u =2p*, then H~INI =Z*(S). Thus (&ys)pl would not be homogeneous 
following theorem V.17.12 of [5]. Contradiction. 
If u = 2p, then Hfl NI C S. But then (AHnN, )NI = ((&ffYq)‘)IV’. Since AZYS) is 
not trivial on Z*(S), it follows that (AHnN,)’ = sum of faithful characters of 
degree p of S. So (lHnNl )Nl is not homogeneous, following theorem V. 17.12 of 
[5], Contradiction. 
If u=2, then @N,(l)~[N1(l)=p>2, but HnNl=S in this case. So we 
have the contradictory conclusion that eN,( 1) = (1Hn,#l( 1) = (&)Nl( 1) = 
2<p%w,(l). 
If u=p*, then (dHflNl)N’ = @Nl =p[N, . Hence p = ((~HflN~)N’, CN,) = 
(bmrv,, & IH~N,) and so (N, [HnNl =pAHnNl, as c(l) =p. since Nl/S aCtS on 
S/Z*(S) by inverting its elements, it follows from theorem V, 17.13 of [5] that 
(& lHnN1(x))P = -tl if xE N\S, For such an element x, however, (ph-iN,(x))P = 
+tg f &l. Contradiction. 
If u = 1, then Nl = HnNl. Then CN, E Irr Nl and (A$ contains )rHnN,. This is a 
contradiction. 
Therefore there remains u =p, whencef= 1. So elv, = TN1 E Irr Nl. 
Let g=pla with pl EZ*(S). Then S(a) has index 2 in N and S(a) is nor- 
malized by any element of CHN(N/S). By theorem V.17.13 of [5] it follows that 
there exists a linear character ,u of (a) such that c(g) = C;(pla) = A(pl)p(a), Let 
d E CHN(N/S). Then f(g) = c(p’f&) = C;(pfp20) withp2 E S. Moreover, there exists 
a linear character (p of N/Nr, so that, when cp is inflated to N, p = C@ 60. Hence, 
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as N/N1 = C2 x CZ, cd(pra) = c(p~a)&~) = c(pia)~p(a) = +c(pla) = +12(pl)&). 
NOW S(a)/Z*(S) is a Frobenius group so pf’pza=p3(8)’ for some p3 E Z*(S), 
YES. Since Cli=q*l, we havep3ta*‘f’ =pf’p2a, and, as we may take f E S, it 
follows that ta*l t-la-’ =pd, p4 E S, whence a*‘t-‘a-’ =p~, p5 E S. Therefore the 
+-sign must hold, as 2 $ S and Sa N. So [(pfpza) = c(p3a’) = A(p3)p(a), again 
by theorem V.17.13 of [5]. Combining all the found expressions for cd(pra), it 
follows that A(plpil) = *l. Since Azqs)(pIp;‘) is a pth-root of unity, 
A(plpil) = 1 follows. The character LZYS) is faithful on Z*(S), whence pr =p3. 
Hence 5y’(pla) = [(pIa) = [(pla)&z), and, as [(pla) #0, it follows that q(a) = 1, 
i.e. S(a) c Ker ~0. Analogously S(b) G Ker ~0, Therefore N= S(a, b) G Ker p, 
and cd =C. Therefore N&v(N/S) is contained in the inertia group IMV(<) 
of { in HN. Hence /UN: IHN(~)/ divides /UN: NC~IV(N/S)I, and since 
Nfl C&N/S) = Nr , it follows also that N/N] P NCHN(N/S)/CHN(N/S) s 
C2 x CZ. Observing that HN/CHN(N/S) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the 
symmetric group on four symbols, the latter group being the automorphism 
group of the quaternion group N/S, we see that the integer t in the 
decomposition AHN IN = e( cl= 1 [i) h as the property that it is equal to 
JHN: I’~(01 and that it is a divisor of IHN: NCHN(N/S)(. Hence t= 1, 2, 3 
or 6. 
Since C/V, ~lrr Ni, theorem V.17.12 of [5] yields ([NIP= C:=, (C@@), where 
the Q; are the four linear characters of ZV/Nl, inflated to N. Notice that @i#@j 
if i#j. Now HNlfiN+Nl. Otherwise we would find (@V,)N = flNjN= 
e(Cf,, C) = multiple of (EYE, (roei)), so that by the independence relation for 
irreducible characters, t would be a multiple of 4. This is not true. The possiblity 
HNl n N = N leads to the fact that QN E Irr N as eNl = & E Irr Nl , In particular 
@N would be monomial and it is clear that this leads to a contradiction. 
Therefore IHN: HNi I= JN : HNI fl Nl = 2. Since (@$N1 nay contains C and 
since @HN] nN INI E Irr NI , it follows that (QHN,~N)N= cl+ (2, with c= cl, 
CzEIrr N, 52(1)=p, cf52. Thus #NIN=cl +[2, whence lHN:&~([)l=2. 
Therefore IHN(~) aHN and also HNI aHN, but HN#IHN([). 
Since Lzys) is a non-trivial faithful linear character of Z*(S), it follows from 
L(hzh-‘z-r ) = il(h~h-~)il(z-~) = A(z) = 1 for all h E H and all z E Z*(S), that 
[H, Z*(S)] = {l}. Hence Z*(S) is a central subgroup of HN. 
Consider CHN(S/Z*(S)). Since HfIS is a normal subgroup of 
HCHN(S/Z*(S)) and not a normal subgroup of HN, we see that 
HN>HCHN(S/Z*(S)) 1 HS>H and JHN: HSJ =2. (The fact that HnS+HN 
can easily be seen from the results obtained so far in the diagram). Further H 
has index p in HS. Now CHN(S/Z*(S)) c CHN(N/S). Indeed, take 
CE CH,V(S/Z*(S)) and notice that CHN(S/Z*(S))/S~N/S= S/S. Then, with 
n EN\S, the formula (cnc-‘)S= nS follows from the fact that both 
CHN(S/Z*(S))/S and N/S are normal in HN/S. So CHN(S/Z*(S)) G 
CHN(N/S) G IHN(~). Thus, considering 
AHN lI,y/q([) IC,y&/Z*(S)) = AHN INS [C&S/Z*(S)) 
and observing that AHN 1s is equal to twice the irreducible character cs of S of 
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degree p, we see that there exists an irreducible character p of C,w#/P(S)) of 
degree p such that /Is = [s. Moreover I.&Y) 2 HSIHN( 0 = HNIIHN( 0 = AYN. 
Therefore the character p is inert in the whole group HN. Since Z*(S) E Z(HN), 
the group HN/CMV(S/Z*(S)) can be viewed as a subgroup of SL(2, FP). Now 
any Sylow subgroup of SL(2, FP) is cyclic or generalized quaternion (notice that 
p 1 ISL(2, EP)l, but $ { ISL(2, lFP)l). Thus if HN/CHN(S/Z*(S)) admits non- 
abelian Sylow 2-subgroups then they are generalized quaternion. All abelian 
Sylow subgroups of HN/CHN(S/Z*(S)) are cyclic. Hence by the theorems 6.20 
and 11.22 of [6] it follows that /I is extendible to an irreducible character of M, 
where M/&@/Z*(S)) is allowed to be any Sylow k-subgroup of 
HNAh(S/Z*(S)) for any prime k. Then, however, we can apply theorem 
11.3 1 of [6] in order to obtain the result that /3 has an extension to an irreducible 
character of UN. Thus there exists BE Irr HN with 6(l) =p and 6s = cs. The 
character aG contains at least one monomial character 71 such that 
~(l)llG: HNId(l)=IG: HNIp<lG: HNI2p=fll). Thus ?& contains the 
character 6~ with &(l) =p and where 6N is not monomial as it is of the form 
C@p with q some linear character of N. So we have constructed a ‘descente 
infinie’ with respect to the degrees d(l) and ~(1). Obviously this fact kills case a) 
immediately. 
b) and c). We treat both cases together. Let R be a complement to S in N. By 
theorem V. 17.13 of [5], the group N admits a specific character x ~Irr N such 




if g E Z*(S), 
0 
ad(p): 
if g E S\Z*(S), 
if g=phJ’withpEZ*(S), YEN, htst7, h#l. 
Here p2i+ 1 = IS/LI, ~‘=IS/Z*(S)I. It follows from the structure of N/L that 
6 = - 1. Since N/Z*(S) is a Frobenius group in both cases, the given data for x 
cover all values of any x(n), n E N. Let r9 E Irr G be induced by a linear character 
p of a subgroup H of G such that tiN 3 x. Then ,uHN IN contains a character of N, 
G-conjugated to x, say xc, for some element t of G. Hence x’(n) =x(&t-l) for 
all n EN. Define the linear character ,ii on tHt-’ by @(&z-l) =,u(m), m E H. A 
direct calculation shows that (flN IN, x’) = (fl’HNf-’ IN, x)+ Hence x occurs in the 
restriction of pfHNt-’ toN. Now L9(1)=IG:HNlflN(l)=IG: tHN1-‘I/YHNf-‘(I), 
as lHNl= I(HN)“I and IHI = INsI for any SE G. Observe that ~‘~~~-‘(frf-l) = 
pHN(r), TE HN, and that flG@) =fiG(t~t-l)=pG(~), UE G. Therefore we may 
now assume without loss of generality that t = 1. The character x is H-invariant. 
The proof of this fact runs as follows. Since pHN is monomial we might 
assume that H> Z*(S). Then (pHN IN, x) = ((pHnN)N, x) 2 1, whence xz*(s) = 
XHnN[Z*(S) =p’A and so pz*(s) =A, for ~1 is one-dimensional. Therefore, if 
gE Z*(S), then for any h EH, we have rZ(g)=p(g) =&hgh-I) = A(hgh-I). If 
g E S\Z*(S) then 0 =x(g) =~(hgh-‘) jfor any h EH; notice that S and Z*(S) are 
both normal subgroups of G, and of HN. Now let g =phf withp E Z*(S), y E N, 
ht ER and hl f 1. Then for any h EH we have hgh-’ = (hph-‘)hf’-‘. Since 
( hfh-’ ) is equal to a Sylow q-subgroup of N in case c), or contained in a cyclic 
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Sylow 2-subgroup of N in case b), it follows that there exists aElV with 
( Irfh-’ ) = (h: ) . Hence X(hgh-‘) = -;l(hph-‘) = -A(p) =x(g). Hence indeed x is 
N-invariant. Therefore (p~n,v~=#~I~=fx, fr 1. Now it is impossible that 
S 1 nfl N 2 Z*(S), for otherwise (p,vnruy = ((pHnhr)s>N is not homogeneous, 
Since N/S acts irreducibly on S/Z*(S), we therefore see that in case b) 
(N: HnNj =2, 2p or 2~? and that in case c) IN: Hnq = IS/Z*(S)1 =p2’. Firstly 
we look at case b). Here we have IN: HfINl =fx(l) =fp. Iff= 2, then 2x would 
be monomial, a contradiction to theorem 4.5 of [4]. Thus IN: HflM = 2$. 
Hence (HflN)S is a normal subgroup of N of index 2 in N. Therefore 
the relation ((p~n,v)~(~~~), xs(nnN)) = ((pmN)N, x) =f= 2~ implies that 
(pHnhr)S(HnN)( 1) =ti 12p;c( 1) = 2$, and this is a contradiction. Next we 
consider case c). We use the fact that 
Q 
where r is the regular character of RL/L with JI?L/L) =q. See theorem V.17.13 
of [5]. Since here IN: HfINl =p2’=&(1) = fp’ (whence f =p’), we see that 
xmN=p&nN, using (pmN)N=p’X. We can assume that I?ZyS)=HnN. 
Suppose that ((j&fnN)R~, IRL) =O. Then, since any irreducible character 
of RL/L is one-dimensional and contained in r with multiplicity one, it 
follows that $ I ((pmN)m, XRL) = @‘+ l)q-‘. This is impossible. Therefore 
(pHnN)nL = ~RL. Hence we arrive at p’= x(1) I (p’ + l)q-I - 1, a contradiction. 
We have proved that the cases b) and c) are not possible. 
d) Let (x,u~ti=u’=l,Lcx=u-I) be a subgroup of N such that (x,u)z 
N/S. LetU/Sn (u), Nl/Sa <2, u}. The groups U/S and Nt/S are both 
characteristic in N/S. Hence Ud G and Nr Q G. By construction the group (u) 
(of prime order t) acts fixed-point-freely on S/Z*(S)\(l). Hence by theorem 




if 4x ZYS), 
if g E S\Z*(S), 
CIA(Z) 1 if g=zsus-I, ufl, ZEZ*(S), SES. 
Here ]S/LI =tirn+‘. By theorem V.17.13 of 151 any g E U is of one of the stated 
forms above. Notice that here 6 = 1. Moreover A E Irr Z*(S) is to be found as 
follows. Let t9 E Irr G be induced by a linear character p of a subgroup H of G. 
So we may assume that HO U 1 Z*(S). Let rP be shaped in such a way that 8N 
contains a non-monomial character q E Irr N with Ker q = L. Then q(l) =p”, as 
an easy Clifford argument shows in connection with theorems V.17.12 and 
V.25.3 of [5]. Let pz*(s) =A. As q is not monomial, qs has a non-trivial 
restriction to Z*(S) with kernel L. This restriction is homogeneous. So vzys) = 
JP~ #@Qys). Next we prove that x is H-invariant. Namely H > Z*(S) and 
p(z) =~(hzh-‘z-l)A(z) for z E Z*(S), and as A is one-dimensional and as A is 
faithful on Z*(S)/L it follows that H centralizes L and L c3 HN. Without loss of 
generality we assume now that L = {l}, as we proceed solely with the group 
HN, If g = zz8, z E Z*(S), u # 1, SE S then hgh-1 = hzh-‘(hzth-I) =z(htcrh-I). 
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Whence z-ihgh-’ E Sylow t-subgroup of U and so z-‘hgh-* = (tir, s E S, e E Z. 
Hence indeed xh =x for any h E H. Notice that x is also inert in N, since (u) is a 
Sylow t-subgroup in N and in U as well. As N/U is cyclic, x extends to an 
irreducible character of N of degree pm which is not monomial. Since xs has 
precisely four extensions to irreducible characters of N and as xs is the unique 
irreducible character of S lying over I, and as q lies over I, we see that qu = x. 
Hence (pin U) ” =pH” lu=fx, f 2 1. since ((pHn~)~)’ # multiple of X, it follows 
immediately that S(Hn U) = 0. Since Hn UnS = Hf7S is a normal subgroup 
of S and since xs is the unique character of S lying over 13, it follows that 
(pHf~)~ =p”xs and also XslHns =@(pHnS + . ..). Now HnS is in fact an abelian 
normal subgroup of S, as pzys)# 1~~s) and as S is extra-special. Hence there 
exists an abelian group A such that A Q S for which A = I,(pHns). Therefore by 
theorem V-16.14 of [5] it follows that ((pHns)A)S#p~s unless a=0 and 
A=HnS. So p:ms~=p=pikunq. In particular (~Hn~)U=x=~HUI”. 
Hence tHU: HI =p”. 
It follows from $3, section 4 of [lo] that (nl ) with (n& zNi/Sacts without 
fixed points on the non-trivial elements of S/Z*(S) by conjugation, for ni 
inverts any non-trivial element of S/Z*(S). Thus by theorem V.17.13 of [5] x 
admits an extension to an irreducible character v of NI such that 
pm4 g), if g E Z*(S), 
v(g)= 0 , if gES\Z*(S), 
ml 9 if g is of the form zti for any n E Ni, n f 1, InI I2t. 
As done before, it follows that v is a H-invariant character. Since v is clearly a 
constituent of ~~1, it follows that (flU)NHl I N, is homogeneous as JPI 
is irreducible. The assumption IHNi : HUI = INi : NI n HLJ = 2 yields the 
contradictorial relation flN1 1~~ = (flUIHUnNI PI = (fl”I~)~l= xN1 = 2v, but 
fll is not homogeneous. Therefore we must have HNl = HU and ~“IN, E 
Irr Nr . Notice that also IHN: UN1 I =2 by the non-monomiality of N. 
Since H centralizes Z*(S) and /Z*(S)1 =p, we see that the group HN satisfies 
all the conditions (5.1) of Dade’s paper [3]. These conditions imply that there 
exists a subgroup T of HN such that HN= TS, TnS = Z*(S) and T2 Crs(S). In 
particular T;! Z*(S). Using IXN: HI = 2p, it follows from theorem (5.10) of 
[3] that T admits a 2-dimensional irreducible representation 0, affording the 
character y (say), such that yzys) EI 3, and y* Y =flN, to be specified within a 
moment. Let us repeat what is going on in theorem (5.10) of [3]. We form the 
semi-direct product ToS, where the action of Ton S is given by conjugation as 
it features in TS. Notice that Z*(S) c T acts trivially on S in this sense. Then by 
theorem (5.6) of [3] there exists YE Irr(ToS) such that YiOs E Irr(loS) and 
Y(loa)=x(a) for all UES, and Ker Y~Crs(S)ol. The map pwp*Ydefined 
by 
(~*!P)(ra)=~(7)Y(7~u), JET, UES, 
defines a l-l correspondence of Irr(TI 1) onto Irr(TS I A). 
Since TS/S= T/TflS= T/Z*(S), there exists normal subgroups N*, N:, U* 
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of T such that N*>NJ”IU* and N*S=N, N:S=N,, U*S=U. Hence 
N*/Z*(S) z N/S, N1 */Z*(S) 2 Nl/S, U*/Z*(S) z U/S. Consider the chain 
N*oS>N,*OSX U*oS>Z*(S)oS>Z*(S)oZ*(S)>Z*(S)o1. 
We see that N*oS/Z*(S)ol~N/LzN. Since nn,n-I ~n;‘Sfor any nl EN,\S, 
n E N\Ni, it follows from the fact that Yios =xs, that U*oS admits pre&eIy 
one character that extends “xs” E Irr(Z*(S) 0 S) and such that is also inert in the 
whole group To S. The notation “xs” indicates that “x~“(z 0 a) = x(a) for any 
z E Z*(S), o ES. Notably the last mentioned fact holds by the explicit formulas 
for the irreducible characters of U*oS extending “xs”, following theorem 
V-17.13 of [5]. Hence, if LYE NToS, then YNios(a) = fv(cz), again by the explicit 
form of the characters v and VI, v# vi, such that xNl = v + VI. Now pHN = y * Y, 
whence for any bENI with b=&=m with nl#l, HEN,, rfN:\Z*(S), 
QE S, Jr1 I2t, we conclude that pHN(b) = 2v(b) = 242) = y(r)Y(ro o). Because of 
A(z) f 0, r 0 o @Z*(S) 0 S, it follows that the number Y(r 0 a) is in fact f(Pth-root 
of unity). Therefore y(r) = +~LO with c&’ = 1. Hence 1 y(r)1 = 2, so D(t) = (“1 z) or 
D(r) =(-F -“,). Since (ITI, p) = 1, a simple argument yields that D(7) = (A y) and 
so y(r) = 2. 
Therefore N;” c Z*(S)(Ker 0) and the group N*(Ker D)/Z*(S)(Ker D), being 
isomorphic to N*/N*nZ*(S)(Ker D) consists of two elements at most. Since 
Z*(S) # Z*(S) tl (Ker D) and N*(Ker 0) a r it follows that jZ*(S)(Ker D)/ 
Ker DJ =p. Because of the fact that Z*(S)(Ker D)/Ker D is contained in 
Z(T/Ker D), it therefore follows that N*(Ker D)/Ker D is a central subgroup 
of T/Ker D. 
Since N*l CN*S(S) = &J(S) =Z*(S) = N*nS, we can apply theorem (5.10) 
of [3] once more. Thus there exists a character @EIrr(N*oS) with 
Ker @ 2 CN*S(S) 0 1 =Z*(S) 0 1 and with @(lo 1) =@’ such that there is a l-l 
correspondence Irr(N* 1 A) ++ Irr(N*S I A), given by <- { * @, as done above, Now 
yN* = 2~ with E a linear character of N*/Ker D; here N*/Ker D r Z(T/Ker D) is 
used. Hence, if n EN*, then y(n) = (“‘0”’ $,,). So, if n = n *s, n * E N*, s E S, then 
#LPN(n)=(y*Y)(n)=y(n*)Y(n*os)=jy(n*)@(n*os)= 
=2j&(n*)@(n*os) =2j((&* Y)(n)). 
Here j“= 1 and j depends on n. Indeed, Y~ys)~s= @ZYS)~S is the unique 
irreducible character of Z*(S) 0 S lying over “A” E Irr(Z*(S) oZ*(S)/Z*(S) 0 l), 
and, as (N*oS/Z*(S) OS)‘= U*oS/Z*(S) OS, theorem V.17.12 of [5] applied on 
the group N*oS/Z*(S) 0 1, yields equality of Yr~*~s and CPU*~S (both in 
Irr(U*oS)), So indeed Y(n *OS) =j@(n *OS) with f = 1. Next let c E N\Ni. Then 
flN(c) = (~~~1 J~vr y(c) = 0. Therefore we see that the irreducible character E * @ 
of N has the property that (E * @)( 1) =fl and that (E * e)(c) = 0 for all c E N\Nl . 
Such a character, however, does not exist, simply by the structure of N, 
Therefore we have obtained the final contradiction and the proof of theorem 
2 is complete. 
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APPENDIX 
We give here the precise arguments that were postponed in the beginning of 
the proof of theorem 2, in order not to interrupt the reasoning given there. 
Assume that for some u E G, N 1 LL” 3 S. Whence S+ G. If N=LLU, then 
LL”/L E L”/(L fl L”), and so L” is not monomial. Hence N> LL” > S and so we 
are not in case c). 
Case a). Let MUG with N>M3S and IN/MI = 2. Assume that for 
some gE G, M=SSg. Then, as S/(SnSg) zC4 and /S/L] =$, it follows that 
(SfTg)/(LnSg)sS/L. Let K/(SnSg)=ar(S/(SnSg)) and U/(LnSg)= 
sZ1 (L/(L n Sg)). Then K a N, U a N, K/LIZ S/L and K/U/Z(K/U) is certainly a 
chief section of N/U. (For otherwise the whole group N/U would be 
supersolvable, contradicting the non-monomiality of N/L). Hence IN/K\ = 16 
and S/KaN/K with N/S quaternion of order 8. Moreover, as M= SSg, it 
follows that N/SgK z C2 x CZ and N/N z C2 x CZ x C2. Then N/K z CZ x Q and 
it follows that K!U can be complemented to a group isomorphic to N/L, 
properly contained in N/U, and this is not allowed. Now assume that for all 
gE G, M3SSg 2 S, or, what is the same thing to say, that Fa G, where 
F/S = Z(N/S) (notice that F/S is the unique subgroup of order 2 of N/S). Then 
there existsfE G such that N/(Sn Sf), being of order 16, admits two quaternion 
factor groups N/S and N/Sf. Hence again N/(Sn Sf) s C2 x Q, by Burnside’s 
list in $118 of [2]. Since F=SSf, S/(SnSJ)ECz, and IS/LI=ti, we see that 
(S n Sf)/(L fl (S fl S’j) z S/L. Therefore it is now clear that (S fl Sf)/(L fl Sf) can 
be complemented to a group contained in N/(LnSf), and isomorphic to N/L. 
An impossibility again. 
Thus no subgroup lying properly between N and S is normal in G. Hence 
nocG LaaG implies noeG La = N. Write G = {ar = 1, ~2, . . . , api}. There exists 
iz2 such that A :=n;=, L”j#Naand B:=flz’, L”j=N. Hence N/LsBB/L”;+iz 
A/(L”i+ 1 fl A). This contradicts the monomiality of A. 
Case b). Here N/SE C4 and LLg/Ss C2 for that chosen element gE G. Then 
Sg/Lg is the normal Sylow p-subgroup of N/Lg, whence LLg >Sg and 
N/S = N/P z C4 and N/(Sn Sg ) z C2 x Cd. Hence (S n Sg )/(L fl Sg ) can be 
complemented to a non-monomial group R/(L nSg), isomorphic to N/L. This 
is forbidden. 
Case d). Assume that Ka G with N/Kg Cd, K/Ss Ct. Then there 
existsgEGsuchthatN/(SnSg)P(x,Y,a104=1=Xt=yl,X4=~-~,P=Y-~)and 
IN/(Sfl Sg)l = 4r2. Since (Sn Sg)/(L fl 3) is easily seen to be isomorphic to S/L, 
it follows quickly that any maximal subgroup M/(SnSg) of N/(SnSg), of 
order 4r, acts on (SnSg)/(L nSg) by conjugation in such a way that 
M/(L fl Sg) E N/L. This is not allowed. Assume now that K a G with N/K= C’zt 
and K/Ss C2. Then there exists gE G such that N/(SflSg) has a Sylow 2- 
subgroup which is isomorphic to C2 x Cd. We see now that N/(SnSg) splits 
over S/(Sn Lg ), and S/(S fl Lg ) is isomorphic to C2 x S/L. This holds as N/S 
has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4. It follows that N/(SfUg)z 
C’2 x N/L, and this is not allowed to be true. Finally let Ka G with N/Kz CZ 
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and fUSzC21, In order to avoid the previous cases we can assume that there 
exists gE G such that K= SSg. It follows that N/R, with R/(LnSg) = 
OT(N/(L nSg)), is isomorphic to C2 x Cd. Hence again it readily follows that 
N/(L nSg) = C’Z x N/L, what is forbidden. Hence we can finish now by the 
arguments as done at the end of case a). 
Alltogether we have shown now that in all cases there exists no element g E G 
such that N ;, LLg 3 S. 
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